Ex 1 to ex 6: Circle the correct answer

1- The document is

☐ a cartoon
☐ a commercial
☐ a documentary film
☐ an awareness- campaign video

2- The video was released in

☐ 2007
☐ 2011

3- The character is

☐ a man
☐ a woman

4- In this video

☐ a man
☐ a woman
☐ dresses up as
☐ a man
☐ a woman

5- The character is:

☐ Daniel Craig
☐ Leonardo Di Caprio
☐ Cameron Diaz
☐ Penolope Cruz

6- The main idea conveyed in this video is that

☐ women are equal to men
☐ women are not equal to men

7- Match the facts and figures

1 in 4 woman

• deprived of education

60 million women

• domestic violence

30000 women in the UK

• lose their jobs due to pregnancy

Women earn 10%

• of the property

Women earn 1%

• of the total income

70 million women

• sexual assault

8- Do the underlined pronouns refer to a man or a woman? Tick the correct answer

You are less likely to be judged for promiscuous behaviour

☐ man
☐ woman

There would be virtually no risk for your career

☐ man
☐ woman

Consider what it might be like to be one

☐ man
☐ woman

Numbers remain stacked against us.

☐ man
☐ woman

You have a far better chance of entering political office

☐ man
☐ woman
9- Vocabulary: Match the following words with their definition or equivalent

- behaviour • (9) months before a baby's birth
- deprived of • attitude
- due to • because of
- earn • get money by working
- income • having casual sexual relations frequently with different partners
- pregnancy • salary
- promiscuous • what someone possesses.
- property • without

10- Rephrase the two following sentences using an equivalent expression from the previous exercise.

A man is still likely to earn more money than a woman

You are less likely to be judged

11- Tick the correct answers: The aim of the video is to...

☐ sensitize the entire population to the problem of discrimination based on gender
☐ sensitize women to the importance of their emancipation
☐ sensitize both men and women to the problem of violence against women
☐ denounce equality between men and women
☐ denounce inequality between men and women

12- Use as much information from the previous exercises to write a brief presentation of the document:

..........................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................